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	 Why	Food	Supplements?
n The human body requires a wide variety of nutrients to be  
 its healthy best.

n many diets do not provide the density or diversity of   
 nutrients needed to assure optimal health.

n many modern diets rely on processed staple foods which  
 have been stripped of nutrients, especially lipids and   
 sterols. other “modern” foods lack important trace minerals  
 due to over-processing.	

	 Why	GNLD’S	Formula	IV	Plus?
n Broad-spectrum supplementation: Key vitamins, minerals  
 (including 100% of the DV for zinc), enzymes and lipids/ 
 sterols all work together to bridge dietary gaps.

n Phyto Enzyme Blend: Exclusive plant- sourced 
 enzymes support easy digestion and absorption of   
 supplemented nutrients.

n Contains a full serving, 675 mg, of Tre-en-en	Grain		 	
	 Concentrates from wheat germ, rice bran, and soybeans,  
 all rich sources of essential lipids and sterols.

n strengthens the function of all “links” in the “Chain	of	Life”,  
 by providing lipids and sterols, vitamins, minerals, and  
 enzymes, and by providing key nutrients for the body’s  
 digestion, synthesis and utilization of protein, and the  
 body’s utilization of carbohydrates for energy. 

n Tre-en-en	works	in	synergy with the vitamins, minerals  
 and other nutrients in the product, and has been   
 scientifically proven to support efficient utilization  
 of nutrients.

n IRON	FREE, for those who already obtain sufficient 
 iron in their diet.  

n	available in individual	packets for take-anywhere   
 convenience.

n Preservative-free.

n replaces trace minerals food processing strips away:  
 selenium, chromium and molybdenum.

n Natural chlorophyll color.
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scientists continue to confirm, there’s more to nutrition than just the classic vitamins and minerals. as important 
as these nutrients are to optimal health, we’re also learning that phytonutrients, enzymes, trace minerals and 
others play equally important roles. Formula IV® Plus was the first multifactor food supplement to provide 
vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and phytonutrients, such as important lipids and sterols. Formula IV Plus is an Iron 
Free formulation that provides vitamin and mineral support, including 100% of the DV for zinc. Formula IV Plus 
also provides Tre-en-en® Grain Concentrates, which have provided people throughout the world with decades 
of nutritional assurance.


